
 
GTROPY SYSTEMS Pvt. Ltd. – DevOps Engineer - Big Data (2-5 yrs.) 

 
Are you currently working in high scale, zero downtime Kafka, Elastic Search, Cassandra and Spark 
Environment? Do you love solving the scale problems, scale in terms of billions of data points! If these 
numbers excite you we have a very challenging role for you. 
 
We are looking for DevOps Engineer in our team with experience of 3-6 years.  

 

 Hands on knowledge and tools to fully operate the big data stack. 

 

 Operating/Maintaining a large-scale, high-uptime Kafka, Elastic search, Apache Spark and 

Cassandra Clusters. Writing custom tools to monitor the health of Big Data Stack. 
 

 Strong background in Linux systems, including shell scripting and performance tuning. Excellent 

understanding of Internet technologies and protocols (TCP/IP, DNS, HTTP, SSL, etc.) 

 

 Coding skills in Python is must.  
 

 Working with minimal guidance. 
 

 Working parallel with Engineering team to fully automatize a new feature deployment. 
 

Awards and Recognition:  

 

 Company of the year in GPS Fleet Management Solutions 2016 

 Featured on Business Talk in A&S India Magazine, November 2016 

 Honored among the 10 best Fleet Management service providers by Industry Era 2017 

 Awarded Best IOT solution of the Year to the Supply Chain Technology Provider at CNBC Global 

Logistics Summit, 2018. 

 

Read on:  

 

 Does big data excites you- We pool close to a Million unique entries within a minute at our 

servers.  

 

 Our servers and its analytics engine threads never ever sleeps for not even a Nano second, so if 

you love solving scaleable technical problems and write optimized codes, GTROPY is for you.  

 

 We are a location based analytics company. We have catered to several industries in the past 

many years and have had a first class working relation with all of them, with no complaints from 



our clients. As a company we have been towering our services that are of the highest standard 

and extremely competitive in the market. 

 We are working in the growing field of Location based vehicle tracking solutions and its 

exhaustive Data Analytics. We envisage to make the Indian road transport more efficient with 

reasonably priced solutions. 

 

 There is a clear deficit of technology and analytics in transportation industry and that's what we 

intend to fill. We have been an established and popular company with an excellent track record 

for the best customer satisfaction.  

 

 We do indulge in fond reverie of touching almost every vehicle that is plying on Indian roads, 

yeah we have a big dream  

 

 To delineate that dream, we need passionate people who just roll up their sleeves and do 

everything in optimized ways.  

 

 The company is headed by Mr. Harman Arora (IIM Alumini, Ex- Fidelity & Metlife), Mr. Abhit 

Kalsotra (BITS Pilani, Ex-Microsoft, Nokia Sr. Management), Mr. Vignesh Sridharan (IIT & IIM 

Alumini, Ex- Cadbury India Sr. Management)  

 

For more details, you can visit our website: www.gtropy.com and other social media pages.  

 

Location: Adchini, South Delhi.  

 

Nearest Metro Station- Hauz Khas 

 

Salary: Best in Industry 

 


